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Ultimate box joint jig plans free
The look build for these Ultimate Box Joint Jig plans is a leap forward in a box collaborative jig design, but is also easy to build using public material. Plans are very easy to follow, taking a detailed step-by-step approach.- No complex parts to make and jig can be built using common woodworking tools.- No fancy carpentry used, just glued and screwed butt
joints.- No specialized equipment, only common fastening and threaded rods. Most of the incisions are straight and made on the saw table, and most jigs are made from only one thickness of plywood. It has two guide bars for better tracking plus a great base for stable work. Like Advanced Box Joint Jig, it is ideal for creating a wide range of box joints. Its
unique design allows for faster installation and much better user safety compared to all other window collaborative jig designs - hands are always far from the blade while working. Along with this, it's easy to use and fairly compact in size for storage. This jig is best suited for a dining saw, using a dado stack blade for wider joints 1/4 and up. Use one regular
saw blade for thin joints, only 1/16. Jig can also be configured to work on a larger router table. Highly versatile, Jig can produce boxes of joints from 1/16 right to 1, and can handle stock up to 1-1/2 thick, and can cut four parts of 1-1/2 stocks (or eight 3/4 thick pieces) into one pass, saving installation time and error. It has huge operating capacity and will
handle stocks up to 17 wide in one pass. It can handle a stock twice as wide as the width (34!) in two passes. Even with such a large capacity, it can still handle smaller stocks with ultra-thin box joints. There are 27 printed drawings and a list of materials, and cut charts for 3/4 (18 mm) plywood. There are 11 pieces of drawings showing each piece in detail,
and there are 12 build drawings covering each step of the assembly process. For your convenience, this plan has both imperial and metric dimensions, with metric sizes (millimeters) in brackets. Note that the plan was originally designed in fractional inches, and these dimensions were converted into millimeters. The size of the propeller and other equipment
are in the imperial units. Please read these important notes before you buy these plans. These plans are made for use along with an article build that has build photos and detailed build video. View plans for this $14 Ultimate Box Joint Jig project is a big step forward in box collaborative jig design. It's easy to build using public and it doesn't use sophisticated
carpentry - all parts are easy to make. It has a huge capacity, a reserve of up to 34 wide can be handled with this jig (in two passes), with one capacity of 17. Even with a large capacity, the jig is compact and convenient for when not in use. Connections from a tiny 1/16 (using a thin kerb blade) to 1 possible and jig will cut joints of any size with only a
standard 1/8 thick saw blade. Dado blade will save time for wider joints, but is not strictly necessary, making this jig perfect for saws that can't take dado stack. It will cut several pieces into one pass, as much as will fit between the jig fence and the blade of your saw, so there is no problem to cut four parts of the 1-1/2 thick stock at once. It's probably
becoming clear why I call it one finite! For a start, I made a video going through the assemblage of a jig from the beginning to the first cut test: Base Jig, part: Much of the jig is made of 3/4 plywood, since plywood has better dimensional stability than solid wood, making it less susceptible to seasonal expansion and reduction from humidity changes. The pieces
are simple with straight cuts, and the base of the jig is a perfect example - just a rectangle. There was a missing measurement in the plan (now fixed) on Part B - please see this detail. Part B is a little tricky, in that it has a couple of pen holes that need to be cut. I used 1 Forstner bits and then cut the material between with the puzzle: rounding around the
edges of the handle holes and directly in front of them is a good idea, making them a lot more comfortable to capture. I used a round over a bit in my router table to do this: The remaining pieces that make up the base of the jig. Again simple, straight cuts: No fancy carpentry here, just glued and screwed butt joints to make assembly as quick and easy as
possible. Save the fancy carpentry, and the time it takes to do so, for projects that need it. Parts for transportation are simple as well: Parts BB and CC have rabbets to produce 1 threaded rod: And the final part of the plywood side fence for transportation, EE part: Rabbets in parts of BB and CC are cut so that the threaded web fits into a groove that forms
when the two pieces are laid together, and it is a good idea to check that before gluing the threaded rod into the CC part: The base assembly begins by gluing and screwing Part E to Part A, then gluing and clamping part D to both. Two things to watch for are that parts A and E are flush with each other at the bottom (very important!), and that part D is
oriented correctly - the lamination plywood must be vertical to fit part E. Before sticking together on Part C, it must be checked and adjusted so that it will be flushed from the top of the B when assembled. This is the only place on the jig where the manuals must be made for the occasional thickness of plywood from various manufacturers. Typically, most / 4
plywood is less than 3/4 and you have to trim a small amount from Part C (red arrow) to make it flush with the top of the B: C C adjusted, it can be glued in place at the base, along with support blocks of the G1 deck to the G4. I used a lot of clamps and left it to dry for hours before moving on to the next step. When the glue is dried on the previous assembly,
Part B can be glued and clamped: Please note that many assembly uses only glue, not screws. These glued joints will be more than strong enough, so there is no need to add screws. If you decide to use extra screws to either speed up construction time, or give way to irrational doubts about the strength of these joints, remember where the blade will cut into
a jig and not put in that area (important!). The last step in assembling the base is to fasten part F using glue and screws. I shimmed part F above the DD part with strips of paper folded into three layers, and found it to be the perfect thickness. The stroller was assembled nearby, be sure to check that the side fence (red arrow) is perfectly squared to the fence:
Once the base and carriage were fully assembled, I finished them with two layers of water-based polyurethane, lightly grinding with thin sandpaper between the coats. Water-based polyurethane is recommended because it dries quickly and leaves a smooth, non-sticky surface. On the wagon, I left the parts that mate with the base unfinished, and applied a
thin layer of Vaseline instead of acting as a lubricant. Vaseline will also act as a low-grade finish for these areas, providing some protection from moisture and should be re-repeated periodically. Next, the parts that make jig work, starting with the lock bar. Made from hardwood hardwood, the cutout is made so that it will be flexible (as spring) lighter: You may
have to lodge the edges thinner on the blocking puck so that it will sit completely in the strands on the rod (red arrow): Slots are made at the end of the lock bar using 3/16 to drill a bit. They don't have to be perfect, as they're for a single lock bar adjustment: the advance lever is cut to a point from the more durable hardwood and the slot is drilled to turn the
screw: Again, it doesn't have to be perfect, and it's likely to need a little adjustment to work properly. The lever wing is actually one of the cuts from the tip of the lever (convenient!) and is just glued to the side: the photo above shows the correct attitude for these parts on the jig deck. The wooden spring is a little smaller than 1/16 thick and I found the perfect
thickness for it. Pure, straight grain hardwood is recommended for spring and it should last for a very long time. To line up the jig on the saw, I put the carriage in the starting position and put that against the blade. I moved the table saw the fence against the jig and used it in a square jig on the saw. Leafy bars then glued to the bottom of the jig with a fast fast
Epoxy. After the epoxy set, the screws were driven through the guide bars and into the base to secure them. Jig is now ready to use: I don't waste time trying it out. I put a standard 1/8 saw the blade in my table saw and set the jig move 1/4 per click advance lever, and cut this perfect 1/8 box joint into two pieces of maple: Later, I used a thin kerb 8-1/2 blade
to cut these 1/16 boxes: the jig joint allows the carriage to over-shoot the base on both sides, giving it a huge footprint. Jig is only 18-1/2 long, 6-1/2 high and 10 deep (not including guide bars): Setting up and using Ultimate Box Joint jig Here's a video going through to create a jig of several sample cuts with different blades: To cut the 1/16 box joint, Jig is set
to promote 1/8 per click and a thin kerb 7-1/4 saw blade is used. The kerb of the blade is just over 1/16, and will cut the joints with the correct clearance. If your saw has a lot of runout (oscillating), you'll need to fix that before trying this joint size, since the slots it will cut will be too wide: They've been cut into hard maple, 3-1/2 wide. Cutting 1/8 of the joint box
is easy with a standard 1/8 blade. Again, if your saw has a lot of runout that will cause fit of this joint. Here I cut the joints into plywood, which is 17 wide: Installing the carriage travel per click easily, adjusting the large camera. When you do this for three (1/8, 1/4 and 3/8), making a mark on the camera and deck will save time in the future. Very nicely fit 1/4
joints made with one blade. It's a good idea to put a scale on the jig deck to make cutting with one blade easier. A piece of measuring tape or even a printed scale glued on will work: My first attempt at 3/4 joints gave a free fit from the use of thick shells that came with a set of dado. This is the case when you have trial and error best suited to the test cut using
different shell sizes until you've typed in. My second attempt at a 3/4 joint is much better. When using a dado stack, the shells are used to fine-tune the fit of the joints, Since jig works in fixed dots indexed from threaded rod.: Tips and accessories for Ultimate Box Joint Jig I made a video going on over accessories and tips for jig: As some builders will have
trouble finding one threaded rod to use for this jig, I have come up with an easy way to make an alternative out of wood, very similar to it will also be very useful for those in places where only metric blades are available. How it can be done at an interval that works with the size of the blade. For example, if Use a 2.5mm thick blade, slots can be cut by 5mm
apart. This will allow you to cut 2.5mm, 5mm, 7.5mm, 10mm, etc. box joints using this one 2.5mm blade. The first thing I did was tape my framing area of my sled so that it wouldn't move. I left enough space between the edge of the square and the fence of the sleigh for the wooden rod: a wooden rod 1 square and a little longer than a jig. It has the size to be
perfect inside the groove in the car on a jig instead of a threaded rod. The minimum recommended distance for slots is 1/4 (5 mm for the metric) and to reduce them, I stick out the end of the rod with traces on the square. It will be incredibly accurate and very easy to do. Fast too, it only took five minutes to make all the cuts: When making slot cuts, I used a
thin kerb blade so that a regular 3/16 puck (used at the end of the lock bar on the jig) would fit in without much play. A small amount of play is ok and inevitable and will have very little impact on the fit of the joint box. Pucks usually vary in thickness, so it's a good idea to buy a few and find the one that fits best. Next, a simple secondary fence for cutting small
parts onto a jig. It's nothing more than a piece of 3/4 plywood with a simple side fence and a clip of the bar: a side fence positions share one from the jigs fence and only two pieces of wood glued to the plywood blank. The clip bar works with two carriage bolts with wing washer and wing nuts. It took less than twenty minutes to make of scraps at my fingertips.
To keep it in place, I drove two screws over the fence on the jig. It can also just be clamped on: It's a great idea to add a simple pointer at the top of the lock bar that will line up with a scale at the top of the wagon. I just glued this, and the only thing you need to look at is that it doesn't prevent traffic and lock-up bar blocking: I did the scale manually on the
carriage that line with a pointer, but you can download print measuring tapes (or buy a self-adhesive one) that can be glued. I prefer hand-drawn because it only has what I need and it's easier for me to work. Using a secondary fence to cut parts for a small box, I started with parts that were wider than I needed, and cut the box to the final size after it was
glued together: Starting with a wider stock and then cutting it down to size is the best approach, since it avoids the problems that can occur when trying to compensate for the parts and as you can see, you wind up with a perfectly lined side and even the size of the joint box on top and bottom. I cut out a few pieces of walnut 1/16 thick to make a tiny box. parts
for sides 1-1/4 x 1-1/2, so quite small. The fifth is a defender to prevent the chip out. Glued and then cut to the final size. I even did Bottom and cover for it: This is 1/16 of the box joints cut with one thin kerb 7-1/4 saw the blade. If you want to build one of your own (very recommended!), there are detailed, easy-to-follow plans available
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